
Some people believe that there should be fixed punishments for each type of crime. Others, however 
argue that the circumstances of an individual crime, and the motivation for committing it, should 
always be taken into account when deciding on the punishment.

Discuss both these views and give your own opinion.

Due to the high rate of criminal activities between individuals, the society has become a fairy dangerous 
place and people should be completely conscious about their properties. The idea of what kinds of laws 
should be legislated has sparked a heated debate between authorities. Some of them assume that they 
had better introduce some strict rules regarding punishment as opposed to some others who claim that 
the cause of committing crime and the background of criminals are significant criteria.

Sometimes times people get into an unexpected conflict because they are anxious Whilst they are not a 
wrongdoer at all. In fact they are persuaded to fight against their fighter/engage in self-defense. In this 
way they may hit her/him which and it is considered an inappropriate action/deed/behaviordisobedient 
activity. Governmental figures should imagine themselves in that situation and predict their reactions 
whether they could avoid fighting or not. Furthermore, not only had they better do they had better take 
that situation and the atmosphere of the crime place into consideration, but also they should focus 
much more on that person in terms of psychological problems. For instance, some members of the 
public take medicines because they are nervous or even have some mental/psychological spiritual 
issues. What is more, there is an undeniable differences between people with an evil soul/wicked 
personality and some others who did not attempt to commit crime but it is happened. It means that the 
previous acts of them should not be forgotten.

On the other hand, some researchers assume that the more laxity in laws, the more crime rates in the 
society. That introducing some fixed laws warns people is an proven fact and itwhich leads to reducing 
crime waves.

On the whole, I, personally, believe that the reasons of offenders might be reasonable/understandable 
and authorities should consider them.


